SOME INFORMATION
ON THE
BR STANDARD 20 TON BRAKE VAN No. B954672
The brake van was a vital item of rolling stock since the early days of railways. Its function was to supplement the
locomotive’s braking power in the days when most wagons were unfitted, (without automatic brakes)
After British Railways were nationalised in January 1948 there was a decision to base an all-line goods brake van on
the former London & North Eastern Railway 20 ton vehicle. Features that were agreed jointly between the Railway
Executive and the National Union of Railwaymen were incorporated in two vans built in 1948 and 1949. There were
trials on both ordinary and express goods services and modifications that were suggested were carried out,
culminating in a build of 400 vans at the Faverdale Works at Darlington as part of the 1951 programme for all-region
use.
The construction of the vans consisted of trussed underframes which are of standard rolled steel sections with the
central spaces being filled with concrete; this was then topped with another layer which varied in thickness from 5 to
6 inches. This brings up the tare weight and replaced the former loads of cast iron ballast and scrap iron that were
used. Drawgear and buffing were standard RCH, together with instanter dual-reach couplings. The wheels are a solid
rolled steel disk, 3ft 2in diameter with 9 inch x 4 inch journals running in white metal oil lubricated bearings. (RCH
stands for Railway Clearing House: in this instance, it indicated a common standard amongst the railway companies
to permit through running anywhere on the railway network).
The vans were scheduled for running at a maximum speed of 60mph, the side clearances between the axle boxes and
guides were more accurate than previously in order to improve the ride, and manganese steel liners were provided to
minimise horn wear.
The four main springs are 5ft long with secondary rubber springs, two at each end. Clasp brakes carry four cast iron
blocks to each wheel, making 16 in total.
The van body is made of wood, mounted in the centre and 11ft shorter than the overall length. It contains a vacuum
brake valve and gauge, screw down hand brake, stove, desk, lockers, lamps, coat hooks, etc. Not as big as some of its
predecessors, the interior measures only 10ft x 7ft 6in. A door at each of the glazed ends gives access to an open
veranda. The ducket lookouts provide views from projections on both sides, with upholstered seats with back rests.
The use of brake vans declined with the phasing out of loose–coupled unfitted trains.
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Weardale with 37414
And finally……

I would like to take this
opportunity to wish all our
members a merry Christmas
and best wishes for 2006.
Thank you all for your help
and support in this, our first
year.
D. Hollingsworth (Chairman)
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Members of C37LG catch up
with 37414 at Washington
Services on the A1M

414 arrives at Wolsingham Depot on the 20th October
with the first working party due to start the restoration
on the 22nd.
Photo Mark Grimes
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North Eastern Heritage Diesel Group
Annual General Meeting

Dave Hollingsworth (Chairman)
01325 263 880 / 07900 130 595
Dave Butler (Vice Chairman)
01388 607 499 / 07968 865 712

We intend to hold the meeting in January, once a
suitable venue has been arranged. Members will
be informed by email or post.

